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Abstract 

The inherent danger or harm of political godfatherism in a fragile democracy like 

Nigeria cannot be over emphasized. Gadfatherism is an evil building block for 

corruption, bad governance, political instability, retrogression, under development, 

mediocrity and perpetual poverty of the people. The series of political imbroglio 

experienced in some states of the country has exposed the negative impacts of crude 

political godfatherism in Nigerian politics. This study therefore tries to unveil the 

problematic dimensions the phenomenon of godfatherism has assumed in Nigeria, 

especially during this fourth republic. The study exposes the instruments implored by 

the godfathers to achieve their objective, which include political violence, vote buying, 

diabolic oath-taking, unlawful impeachment, etc. The study also examines the 

relationship between the godfathers and the godsons before and after elections. The 

study adopted descriptive approach and therefore collected its data from secondary 

sources. The study reveals that the political relationship between the godfathers and 

godsons under successive government in Nigeria is a reflection of anti people’s 

political behaviour by voracious godfathers whose major pre-occupation is to 

perpetuate their hegemonic political influence and control personal interest and 

accumulation of abundant wealth. The study recommends attitudinal change, serious 

legislation against money politics, positive perception of politics, strict compliance to 

the electoral acts and guidelines, condemnation of evil and celebration of good; and 

patriotism as the solutions for positive change. 
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Introduction 

The politics of godfatherism has come to stay as a political culture and a guiding 

principle in contemporary Nigeria politics. Godfathers are generally defined as men 

who have the power and financial capacity to decide and determine who gets 

nominated to contest elections and who wins in the election. There is an emerging 

brand in Nigeria which indicates that an intending contestant must seek for blessings 

and sponsorship from a rich and powerful individual or individuals to get him into 

elective office. The implication is that contestants no longer rely on their popularity 

among the electorates but on their chosen godfathers to help them secure electoral 

victory. 

 

It has become almost impossible for an individual to hold political office either by 

appointment or election without patronizing a godfather because of their power and 

influence. However, the assistance of the godfathers can never be ex-gratia in 

patriotism. The godfather uses all he has to make sure his godson wins an election or 

gets political appointment with the hope of getting or receiving something greater in 

return. Godfatherism in Nigeria is a political investment where the investors are set to 

make profit at all cost, hence, the godfathers can do anything humanly and spiritually 

possible to protect their investment. This can be achieved through vote buying, 

political violence, manipulation of election results in collaboration with the electoral 

body, political assassination, blackmail, impeachment, defection etc. 

 

The fourth republic politics in Nigeria has, more than before, become plagued by the 

overbearing presence and influence of political godfathers. Most politicians see 

political godfathers as the most convenient means of winning elections. However, 

experience has shown that the patronage of political godfathers carries with it great 

consequences, for the public and the political stability of the country (Afe, 2018). 

 

According to Kolawole (2018) the word godfatherism has been affecting the political 

system and party arena since the country returned to a democratic status and has a 

negative reflection on the society. If a proper and right candidate is not elected to 

represent the citizens, such a society will lack the dividends of democracy and the 

morale to vote, because most of the candidates who represent them are imposed by 

some elite in society. 
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Politics of Godfatherism: A Literature Review 

The dominant role of the political godfathers in Nigerian politics and competition 

amongst godfathers to win elections for their godsons with ultimate intention of 

controlling state apparatus necessarily encourage the adoption of varying methods to 

achieve electoral victory. Elections therefore become a mere formality for the 

confirmation of a candidate already anointed by a godfather (Adeyemu, 2004). 

Oguntola (2004) contends that those who are now being referred to as godfathers are 

not really godfathers, but contractors, and fraudsters who execute political jobs for 

which they are paid heavily with a hundred percent interest rate. Emiri (2004) opines 

that the present day godfather lack the basic understanding of the fundamental 

concept of government. However, they believe that government is there to be hijacked 

to serve personal political interest and enrichment. 

 

Emiri (2004) further attributes the rise of godfatherism in Nigeria to what he calls 

individual sponsorship within the frame work of party politics. Individual and party 

sponsorship arises as a result of the huge cost involved in the running of party 

machinery and campaigns, rallies and elections. Due to the level of poverty, it is often 

beyond individual financial capabilities to undertake electoral funding. Aspirants and 

political parties therefore seek support and financial assistance from those individuals 

usually with the requisite financial resources to undertake sponsorships. Obviously, 

sponsorship and the role of money in Nigeria politics can be said to be the impetus for 

the rise of political godfatherism. 

 

The Nigerian political godfather in contemporary politics can be regarded as a 

proprietorship, a political entrepreneur, a capitalist who invests his resources with the 

intents of making profit (Nnamani 2004). A political godfather, being profit conscious 

oriented, subjects his godson to make a form of promise, undertake traditional oath, or 

sign a written agreement. If the godson does not respect the oath, the godfather would 

go to any length to recover what he feels is his return on investment. Due to the 

overbearing influence of the political godfathers on political office seekers, the latter 

are robbed of their independence; thus they become mere surrogates and are 

conditioned in such a way that they become totally subservient to their godfathers 

(Regen, 2004). In this regard, Chibuzo (2006) asserts that godfatherism invasion of the 

polity is for the nomination of political candidate for the purpose of selfish 

gratification. It is a political slave trade or political sponsorship based on political 

manipulation with several evil agenda. The problem associated with the cancerous 

phenomenon is that the perpetrators are no less a people in the society. The paradox 
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here is that these godfathers do not share the core defining attributes of God. Political 

parties lack the capacity to act contrary to the wishes and aspirations of these 

godfathers because they look up to them to bankroll their campaigns and to use their 

influences to see their candidates through elections. 

 

Kolawole (2018) argues that godfatherism in Nigeria politics operates in the form of a 

politician selling his or her independence to a financier or party power broker in order 

to win an election; thereby mortgaging the future of his or her electorate. In the same 

vein, Yakubu (2016) is of the opinion that an aspiring candidate’s popularity, 

acceptability and public goodwill can never take him to victory until he is anointed and 

backed by a political influential godfather. This is a fatal blow to the concept of good 

governance. According to Yakubu, it has many negative effects on leadership system of 

the nation. It is, for him, one key internal factor that hampers the advancement of 

democratization process in Nigeria particularly at local levels. 

 

Chibuzor (2017) emphasizes that the godfatherism - godson phenomenon has 

gradually turned itself into an institution in Nigeria and has become a devouring 

aberration to the practice of true democracy in Nigeria. This practice is widespread in 

virtually all the states in Nigeria, but most recently, it has become visible in Oyo, 

Anambra, Kwara, Borno, Enugu, and Edo States. The godfather - godson relationship 

has taken various forms in the country but the most disturbing and offensive type is 

mainly manifested when elections are about to hold in the country. The political 

godfathers in Nigeria build an array of loyalists around them and use their influence, 

which is often tied to monetary considerations, to manipulate the rest of the society. 

Political godfathers use their influence to block the participation of others in Nigerian 

politics. They are political gatekeepers; they dictate who participates in politics and 

under what conditions.  

 

Relationship between Political Godfathers and Godsons Before and After 

Election: A Historical Analysis 

With the return of democracy in 1999, the syndrome of political godfatherism 

increased particularly when the system laid emphasis on rewards for office holders. 

The terrain became flooded with unscrupulous personalities whose main aim in 

seeking political offices was just to share the common wealth of the nation. The 

operational practices of political godfatherism in the fourth republic were first 

exposed in Anambra State. Between 1999 and 2003, the battle line was between 

Emeka Offor, godfather, and the Governor of the state, Chinwoke Mbadinuju (godson), 
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who refused to dance to the tune of his godfather after cooperating for some years. 

This led to Mbadinuju’s losing the gubernatorial ticket for People’s Democratic Party 

(PDP) and his subsequent inability to buy political space in 2003 (Chukwuemeka, Oji, 

& Chukwurah, 2015). 

 

A powerful godfather emerged in Anambra State in 2003 general election. The civilian 

general Chief Chris Uba single-handedly sponsored the election of the governor, Chris 

Ngige, of Peoples Democratic Party. However, the refusal and resistance of the 

demands of Chris Uba by Ngige led to the kidnap and abduction of Ngige and the 

subsequent outbreak of violence. Uba had demanded from Ngige the appointment of 

all the commissioners and other personal aids to the governor and also demanded for 

reimbursement of the three billion naira (N3b) being the total cost of his investment in 

installing Ngige as governor of the state. Ngige’s failure to meet these demands led to 

his kidnap and his subsequent removal from office.  

 

The attempted “coup” against Ngige took place on 10th July, 2005. It was facilitated by 

an Assistant Inspector General of Police, Raphael Ige, who led over fifty policemen to 

Anambra Government House and arrested the governor. Ngige claimed to be acting on 

orders for above. Ngige was abducted to a hideout while his resignation from office 

was read by the State House of Assembly at a hurried session. The House accepted the 

purported resignation and Ngige’s Deputy, Chief Chris Ude, was sworn in as the Acting 

Governor. The snag in the entire set up was that Ngige’s successor Chris Ude was not 

sworn in by the state’s Chief judge as required by the Constitution. Ngige later claimed 

that he was forced to sign the letter of resignation written before he became the 

governor. Ngige also claimed that shortly before his inauguration, armed men broke 

into his home and forced him at gunpoint to sign a pledge that would pay Chris Uba 

the sum of 3 billion naira immediately after assuming office. Chris Uba in an interview 

with Human Right Watch confirmed this: 

“I have been in politics from 1999 and even before, but 2003 is the time I 

produced a Governor for the state. When Ngige became Governor he started 

playing funny. That is where we disagree, we signed before be became 

governor that I am going to produce (appoint) six to seven commissioners. He 

is going to produce some because he is governor already. I am going to produce 

more he is going to produce lesser. I spent a lot of money to put him there but I 

never asked him for my money back. Ngige was trying to be smart, trying to run 

the government on his own. The problem is Ngige being a politician who did 
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not invest one naira, not even one kobo, wanted to run away with everything 

and not even share one appointment (Human Right Watch, 2007). 

 

In 2013, it was Peter Obi as the godfather and Obiano as the godson. Peter Obi was 

quoted to have said: 

“…in 2013, I took Obiano round Anambra State, to the  markets, to every part of 

the state, and people kept asking  me, if I was sure of him as they did not know 

him, but would vote him because of me”. 

Before APGA settled for its governorship candidates, Obiano was not actually in the 

picture. Though Obi, who insisted on keeping his promise of ceding the governorship 

slot to Anambra North was said to be considering the then Secretary to the State 

Government, Mr. Oseloka Obuze, who is Ogbaru in same Anambra North Zone, and 

Prince Idigo, a lawyer from Aguleri royal family, as his likely choice. However, few 

weeks to the party primaries, Obiano, also from Aguleri, was sighted at APGA 

secretariat in Awka to purchase forms for the governorship election. Considering the 

fact that he retired from Fidelity bank as the Deputy Managing Director, the bank in 

which Obi serves as its chairman during Obiano’s stay in the bank, it was easy to 

conclude that he (Obiano) was Obi’s final choice. 

 

Obiano and his predecessor Obi have had a frosty relationship shortly after his 

swearing in. The misunderstanding and disagreement started when Obi at Obiano’s 

inauguration disclosed that he left N75 billion in the coffers. Though the Obiano 

administration had kept mute over the claim for two years, even when the camps of 

the two men engaged each other in social media war, Obiano refuted the claim and 

said that what Obi handed over to him was 66 billion naira investment that will 

mature by 2024 and 9 billion naira cash with over 200 billion naira debt liabilities. 

Obiano also alleged that Obi demanded N7.5 billion naira from him for sponsoring his 

election in 2013. Obi has however denied that he demanded such from Obiano. 

 

Similarly, in Oyo State, Alhaji Adedibu had placed similar demand on Oladoja, his 

godson and governor of the state. Like Ngige, Olodoja failed and he got the wrath of his 

godfather Adedibu. Consequently, Oladoja was impeached as Governor but was 

reinstated through the court. In Kwara State between 1999 and 2003, the battle line 

was between Olusola Saraki, former Senate leader, and his former protégé Mohammed 

Lawal, a retired Navy Commodore, who was the governor of the state then. Saraki who 

has installed not less than four governors in the state including Lawal himself fell out 

with Lawal on the sharing of political booties. But Lawal did not compromise and 
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these led to a cold war which culminated in the expulsion of Saraki from the then All 

People’s Party (APP). The 2003 election was the ultimate battle to determine the 

political grandmaster of the state. They deployed their vast resources to prosecute the 

“war”. During the ‘war’, bomb blasts shattered the peace of Ilorin. Lots of people were 

assassinated, maimed, injured, etc during the imbroglio (Emma, Oji & Chukwura 

2015). 

 

In Enugu State, between 1999 and 2016, the godfather and godson affair was allegedly 

between Chief Jim Ifeanyichukwu Nwobodo (the second republic governor of old 

Anambra State) and Dr. Chimaroke Nnamani. Dr. Nnamani who was relatively 

unknown was single-handedly installed by Chief Jim Nwobodo as the first governor of 

the fourth republic in Enugu State. After three months in office, Nnamani started 

playing God and refused to play game with his godfather. Before the election, Chief Jim 

Nwobodo took Nnamani round the 17 local government areas of Enugu State in a 

campaign rally with his personal resources. Chimaroke was sellable to the people 

because of the influence and charisma of his godfather, Chief Jim Nwobodo. Soon after 

Nnamani took office as governor, he turned around and literally chased Nwobodo 

away from the state’s political scene. As the king maker who had crowned a new king, 

Nwobodo stayed behind and wanted to call the shots but Nnamani was not in for it, he 

immediately showed Nwobodo who  the real boss was. When he acted, Nwobodo 

literally ran from the government house. With the king maker out of the picture, 

Nnamani held sway in the state politics; the fear of ‘Chiboy’ became the beginning of 

wisdom. But the years were also running fast and Nnamani was soon to make the 

mistake of his godfather, Nwobodo, when he picked a new governor, Sullivan chime to 

succeed him in 2007. 

 

Having completed his tenure as governor in 2007, Nnamani tapped on Chime as his 

successor but it was a decision that incidentally turned out to be his greatest political 

blunder. It marked the beginning of the end to his political dominance in the state. As 

soon as Chime was sworn in, he stunned the supporters of Nnamani and his ‘Ebeano’ 

PDP family at the Okpara Square when he made it clear that the reign of his boss had 

come to end: “This is the beginning of a new era in Enugu State,” Chime declared. And 

so it was. Many expected the all powerful Nnamani to react, to probably fling Chime 

over the fence of government house and appoint another governor. But it was rather 

too late. Some Nnamani loyalists remained firmly with Nnamani and his Ebeano camp 

and fought. Nonetheless, it did not take too long for them to realize it was a lost battle. 

The almighty Nnamani was gradually reduced to a mere floor member in the Senate. 
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Battling with EFCC on charges of financial misappropriation and with absolutely no 

stake in the state he once ruled like an emperor. Nnamani’s political influence had 

waned rapidly. Chime sent Nnamani to political limbo and exile. Nnamani became a 

political godfather defeated and humiliated by those he nurtured into political 

relevance. Nnamani was equally abandoned by Senator Gilbert Nnaji, the masquerade 

he dressed up (Hallmark news, 2015). 

 

In 2015 governorship election in Enugu State, Hon. Ifeanyi  Ugwuanyi was elected the 

governor of Enugu State through the support and solidarity of the Sullivan Chime 

administration. Since the advent of the fourth republic, the incumbent governor of 

Enugu is alleged to have been battling with his successor. There is an alleged standoff 

between Governor Ifeanyi Ugwuanyi and Chime following a motion adopted by the 

State House of Assembly to probe the Internally Generated Revenue (IGR) between 

2008 and June 2015. There is also alleged move by the House to revoke park 

concession entered into by the Chime administration as a pointer to the bilious 

relationship between Ugwuanyi and Chime. It was also observed that the defection of 

Chime to All Progressive Congress APC is not unconnected to the assumed feud 

between them. However, there has been no particular case of such misgivings between 

Chime and Ugwuanyi. Ugwuanyi adopted a peaceful stance from the old order being 

aware that apart from the resources of the people, which would be deployed in digging 

political trenches from where major offensives would be launched to perceived 

enemies, there would be little room for development under such a tense atmosphere. 

 

Consequences of Godfatherism on Democratic Consolidation, Socio-economic 

Development and National Unity and Peace 

Politics of godfatherism and its consequences on Nigeria politics is a contentious issue. 

Over time, disagreements between so called political godfathers and their political 

godsons have become entrenched in the national media narrative, usually describing 

an attempt by the former to extract political favours from a godson whom he claims to 

have enthroned. Godfatherism is responsible for distorting the effective functioning of 

political parties and democracy. It has aided the fall of so many candidates who would 

have been great leaders in their different states. The idea that an aspiring candidate’s 

popularity, acceptability and public goodwill can never take him to victory until he is 

anointed and backed by a politically influential godfather is a fatal blow to the concept 

of good governance. It has many negative effects on the leadership system of the 

nation. This menace of political godfatherism is one key internal factor that hampers 

the advancement of democratization process. It obstructs credible electoral process 
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which eventually produces puppets who add no value to the nation’s socio-economic 

productivity. 

 

Moreover, the phenomenon of godfatherism in Nigeria politics is responsible for youth 

delinquency and lack of good and effective governance in the country. In the process of 

trying to settle political scores with his godson, innocent youths are being used by the 

godfather to perpetrate all kinds of evil. Such youths sometimes lose their lives in the 

process. Politics of godfatherism accounts for the corruption and violence which have 

characterized many elections in Nigeria. On the day of the election, the politician who 

owes his candidacy to such a godfather can count on his ability to deploy enormous 

wealth in a bid to corrupt electoral officers and the electorates and  where they fail, 

violence  will be deployed to bring about the desired result. The godfathers of a 

particular state usually task their godsons on the kind of people to appoint in their 

cabinet even when the persons may not be up to the task in terms of experience or 

ability to deliver. However, if godson reacts to the directive of his godfather negatively, 

it leads to political violence, unlawful impeachment and all kinds of political 

corruption and battle. 

 

Why People Seek the Help of Godfathers to Acquire Political Power 

Politicians, especially young ones, seek the assistance of money bag political 

godfathers for sponsorship in election. One of the reasons for the patronage of god 

fathers by the new entrants in politics is poverty. Political campaigns in Nigeria 

require huge amounts of money. Even to buy declaration form from a political party 

requires a huge amount of money. Young politicians run to the godfather for financial 

assistant due to poverty. The zeal for power by all means is another factor that makes 

this phenomenon more popular. This makes our potential leaders to go into any 

agreement with their godfather so as to clinch to power against the wish of the 

electorate. 

 

Another cause of godfatherism in politics is the high rate of unemployment. People 

who have no interest in politics join politics to earn a living. Such people can negotiate 

with drug barons, fraudsters and even kidnappers for election sponsorship under the 

agreement of sharing the loot. 

 

Moreover, godfathers sponsor their godson in politics for corrupt and fraudulent 

intention. Both godfathers and godsons enrich themselves with public fund. 
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Findings 

1. The study reveals that the activities of godfathers have negative effects on socio 

economic development of Nigeria. 

2. The study reveals that corruption is the middle name of godfatherism. 

3. The study finds out that mediocrity, bad governance, political violence and 

electoral malpractice are synonymous to godfatherism. 

4. The study also discovers that political godfathers are responsible for denial of 

dividends of good governance to citizens. The godfathers connive with their 

godson to loot the state treasury. 

5. The study also reveals that there is always serious disagreement, clash and war 

between the godfather and their godsons after election. This causes a lot of 

danger and damage to the state and citizens. 

6. It discovers that politics of godfatherism has been institutionalized in the 

mindset of the people as part of the unavoidable existing political norm and 

culture in our society. 

 

Conclusion 

The politics of godfatherism in Nigeria is a syndrome that has impacted negatively on 

the body politics of the country which is now a potential threat to the relatively new 

democracy in the country. It has metamorphosed into a hydra-headed monster which, 

if nothing is done, is capable of truncating our hard earned democracy. 

 

Recommendations 

1. Government should curtail the influence of money in politics, enacting laws that 

will forbid or control individual contribution to political campaigns. 

2. The fight against corruption should be directed towards the sources of wealth 

for those rich godfathers. The touch of the anti graft agencies should be 

regularly flashed in the pockets of the political godfathers to ascertain the 

sources of their wealth, and if their wealth is found questionable, they should 

be severely dealt with in accordance to the provisions of the law. 

3. Government should put in place serious legislation proscribing any form of 

electoral malpractice, political violence and unlawful impeachments in Nigeria. 

4. Morally bankrupt and low integrity individuals should be seen as enemies of 

democracy and must not be allowed to contest or sponsor candidates in 

election. This can be achieved through orientation, refocusing, redirecting and 

rebranding of the way Nigerians think about politics. Politics should be seen as 

a game for the honest and God fearing people. 
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5. Candidate with credibility and general acceptability should be allowed to 

contest election under zero party system arrangement, where an individual can 

decide not to belong to any political party. This will reduce the cases of 

godfathers promising to give a candidate the party ticket if he plays to their 

terms and conditions. 

6. This work recommends the culture of national commitment, patriotism, love, 

peace, selflessness and sacrifices for every citizen of Nigeria. This will go a long 

way to reduce the evil attached to political godfatherism. 
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